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MUN@TIU 2019 was created for the purpose of facilitating an environ-

ment where youth can contribute to their community, build confidence 

and leadership, practice their skills and rights, and familiarize them-

selves with global affairs. Above all, we thrive to provide participants 

with an original experience in Japan by capitalizing on an existing di-

verse population members and participants while creating an inclusive 

and innovative environment for individuals to communicate and con-

nect with one another. Having participated in high-level MUN confer-

ences in Japan and around the world as organizers, TIUMUN team un-

derstand more than anyone what makes a successful MUN conference. 

Allow us to demonstrate it to you this summer.

WELCOME TO 
MUN@TIU 2019

Tokyo International University Model United Nations (TIUMUN) 

is a varsity club at Tokyo International University. We are looking 

forward to transforming these achievements into an exceptional 

event that would make Tokyo and TIU the next destination in Asia 

for MUN enthusiasts.
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Committee structure

1. Dais members

The Dais members consist of the Chair and 1 Co-Chair. The Dais has complete control of the proceedings 

and direct the flow of debate. 

2. Delegates

Each member state or observer state is represented by a single delegate. Delegates are reminded to address 

their Committee and Dais in accordance with parliamentary procedure (UNA-USA Rules of Procedure is applied 

in this particular conference). 

3. Observers 

A limited number of observers are allowed in the Committee at a certain appropriate time. Observers can-

not raise points, questions, vote, give speeches, and/or interrupt the proceedings of the Committee. Observers 

are required to follow the Dais instruction and dress appropriately. 

Policies  

MUN@TIU aims at contributing to the building and strengthening of international youth community as well 

as promoting solidarity and cooperation among international citizens. Therefore, it is necessary that specific 

rules are enforced in order to maintain a safe and open environment at all times. Participants who violate any 

following rules will be subject to suspension or expulsion from all MUN@TIU events. Therefore, participants are 

expected to have read and acted according to these rules during the entire conference. 

• All MUN@TIU events are conducted in English. 

• All participants must dress in formal business wear while meeting. As a general rule, formal business 

wear requires that participants dress in a suit jacket, slacks (or skirts of appropriate length for wom-

en), dress shirt (with a tie for men) and dress shoes. If a participant’s attire is deemed inappropriate by 

MUN@TIU staff, the participant will be asked to leave the session and return with appropriate attire. 

• All participants are required to be punctual at all MUN@TIU formal events. Participants are expected to 

inform the Dias members in case of anticipated late arrival or early departure. In case of unanticipated 

circumstances, please notify the Dais members as soon as possible

• All participants are reminded to converse in a respectful manner with other participants, staff mem-

bers, and spectators at all times. Delegates are required to address the Dias members and other del-

egates with parliamentary procedure during formal events. Inappropriate behavior, such as but not lim-

ited to, emotional, physical, and sexual harassment, racism, and sexism will not be tolerated at all times.

• Alcohol, drug use, and smoking are strictly prohibited at the venue of the conference. 

• All participants are responsible for their own belongings at all times.

• All participants are responsible for their own health condition and its costs. 

COMMITTEE STRUCTURE AND 
POLICIES
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Outline

A position paper is written from the perspective of the represented country’s government. The maximum 

length in this particular conference is two pages single-spaced (font Times New Roman, size 12). It is highly rec-

ommended that a position paper address some if not all the following items and questions:

1. Heading:
a.  Committee:

b. Topic: 

c. Country:

d. Delegate Name:

2. Body:
e. Background information:

i. The scope/scale/characteristics of the topic

ii. Why is this topic important?

iii. What are the sub-topics/issues that must be debated and discussed?

f. Past International Actions:

iv. What are some of the most important UN or international resolutions/treaties/agreements on this 

topic?

v. What have different actors and/or stakeholders done regarding the matter? Has progress been 

made? Were there any challenges?

vi. What is your country’s stance regarding these past actions?

g. Country position and policy

vii. What are the impacts and/or consequences this matter has on your country?

viii. What are some plans and/or policies your country has undertaken to address the topic?

ix. What kind of policies would you want the committee to adopt in this particular conference?

h. Solution proposal

x. What specific solutions would your country like the UN as well as other countries and actors to 

adopt?

3. Conclusion

Delegates should refer to the the Background Guide for more suggestions, especially the “Questions 

to consider” section.

Citation: You are required to cite every source used. The citations can be put in the Bibliography at 

the end of your position paper or as footnotes. 

POSITION PAPER
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Sample Position Paper

Committee: Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)

Topic: Food Economy

Country: Republic of Colombia

Delegate: Nguyen Thi Phuong Thanh, Tokyo International University

Position Paper for the FAO

As our president Juan Manuel Santos stated that Colombia with the advantage of having a rich amount of 

energy, biodiversity, water, and land can greatly contribute to the increase of food production in the world, the 

Republic of Colombia embraces the opportunity of being here today to discuss the topic of Food Economy and 

Global Market before the United Nations of Food and Agriculture (FAO)’s agenda. As the third most populous 

country in Latin America, of which economic growth has been hampered by a decades-long conflict that has 

threatened infrastructure, displaced populations and generated large debts, the Republic of Colombia would 

like to express our great concern for the topic of Food Economy and Global market. Our nation strongly be-

lieves that consistently sound economic policies and promotion of free trade agreements would mutually bene-

fit our country and partner countries in terms of economic development. Hence, the Republic of Colombia as a 

proud member of the United Nations (UN) will do its utmost to act multilaterally on the basis of the commonly 

shared principles of the UN, supporting Food Security issues regarding the SDGs concerning Food-related 

issues.

Being the world’s second-largest coffee and cut flowers exporter, Colombia’s agricultural sector accounts 

for 7.1% of the country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) as well as provides one-fifth of nationwide jobs. The 

Republic of Colombia, over the years, has made concerted effort to strengthen relationships in the global mar-

ket with our trading partners including the U.S, Panama and the European Union (EU) in terms of exporting a 

variety of agricultural commodities from coffee, cut flower to banana and sugar. While Colombia is considered 

a middle-income country, since 21 million Colombians are poor and 6 million people still live below the level 

of extreme poverty according to WPF 2012, the Republic of Colombia shares the international concern about 

improving food economy and global market and strongly supports Sustainable Development Goal 8 to promote 

inclusive and sustainable economic growth, employment and decent work for all.

Although real GDP growth of Colombia averaged 4.7% for the past decade, a number of problems regarding 

national insecurity, inadequate infrastructure, and narcotrafficking incurred national growth to fall to 2.0% in 

2016. In early 2016, Colombia suffered from El Nino weather pattern at the most threatening level on IDEAM 

scale which caused extreme drought, high temperature, and forest fire. The disruption to farming and severe 

damages to livestock and crops brought by El Nino at that time along with 40-day truckers strike at the same 

time resulted in a drastic rise in the price of food and oil, with inflation to a high of nearly 9% in July 2016. At 

that time, immediate actions taken by President Juan Manuel Santos included providing subsidiaries on animal 

feed and finance to the agricultural sector as well as signing a tax reform bill in December 2016 aimed at offset-

ting lost revenue from the drop of oil prices successfully saved the country from the Double-crisis. 

As a country that has been directly affected by the El Nino weather pattern, the Republic of Colombia highly 

appreciates the assistance of FAO through the establishment of Food Chain Crisis Management Framework 

(FCC) which helps prevent emergencies, improve preparedness and effective response when crisis related to 

plant pests, animal diseases and food safety threats occur; the adoptions of the Economics and Policy Innova-

tions for Climate-Smart Agriculture (EPIC) program which supports the transition to Climate-Smart Agriculture 

(CSA) by using sound economic and policy analysis. Our nation would also like to highlight the efforts of the 
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countries that have signed Free Trade Agreements for the purpose of promoting free trade between countries 

through the reduction of trade barriers in the form tariffs or trade quotas. 

The Republic of Colombia has adopted a number of methods and plans with a view to boosting the coun-

try’s food economy including the creation of National Livestock fund in 1993 which has generated resources to 

tackle five major issues: sanitation, commercialization, research and development (R&D), training, and pro-

motion of consumption; the participation in Inter-American Coffee Agreement of 1940 and the International 

Coffee Agreement of 1963 which have enabled international coffee prices to increase; and the establishment of 

Colombian National Development Plan 2014-2018 “All for a new country” which reflects the will of our govern-

ment to build a peaceful, equitable and educated Colombia with great emphasis placed on sustainable economic 

development. 

As a founding member of the Pacific Alliance and a proud member of the Organization for Economic 

Cooperation and Development (OECD), the Republic of Colombia recommends all member states to not only 

strengthen economic partnerships within regional bloc but also expand relationships with countries from 

different parts of the world for the learning of various ways to combat food economy and global market related 

issues. Our nation would also want to negotiate with other countries to achieve export diversification and fair 

trade through the lower rate of tariffs and trade quota. Moreover, the Republic of Colombia urges all member 

states to establish National Action Plan to ensure all economic activities, and corporate social responsibility are 

conducted on the basis of UN Guiding Principle on Business and Human Right: Implementing the United Na-

tions ‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ Framework. Our nation is willing to share our expertise in this area with all 

states as well as welcomes any constructive ideas on how to enhance our food economy’s performance wishing 

to address the issue in a productive and comprehensive manner.
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Rules Governing Agenda

Roll Call

At the beginning of each session, the Dais members will conduct Roll Call in English alphabetical order. Mem-

ber States may reply “present” or “present and voting,” where present and voting means the Member States are 

not entitled to abstention on substantive votes. Observers are required to reply “present.”

If a delegate is not present during Roll Call, he/she is not recognized until the Dais members are notified. 

Notification is done through passing a written note to the Dais stating the attendance status. 

Setting the Agenda:

The first order of business shall be a Motion to set the Agenda. In this particular conference, the Committee 

has only one topic that will be considered to have been automatically adopted without debate.

Rules governing Debate 

Motions

A specific proposal made by delegates to move the debate in a certain direction, which will be voted by the 

committee. 

RULES OF PROCEDURE

SEE NEXT PAGE 
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TYPES OF MOTION
Motion Purpose

Motion to Open Debate

Can be raised by a delegate at the start of the first Committee session to officially 

open debate.

This motion is passed at the discretion of the Chairs.

Motion to Set the Agen-

da

Can be raised by a delegate when the floor is open to set a topic for debate 

among the topics proposed by the Committee.

For each Agenda motioned, 2 speakers ‘For’, 2 speakers ‘Against” will be called 

upon by the Chairs. After which, voting begins.

Simple majority to pass.

Motion to Open a 

Speakers’ List (GSL)

Can be raised after the agenda has been voted on. Delegates should also mention 

what the speaker’s time is. If this motion passes, delegates can raise their plac-

ards if they want to speak and the chair will proceed to call on delegates.

Simple majority vote to pass.

Motion for a Moderated 

Caucus

Can be raised by a delegate to move the Room into a Moderated Caucus on a 

specific subtopic. To raise this motion successfully, delegates need to indicate 

the precise subtopic upon which they want to debate, the speaking time for each 

delegate as well as the caucus’ total time.

Example: “The delegate of Malaysia would like to motion for a Moderated Caucus 

of 10 minutes, 1 minute speaking time, on the topic of ‘Definition of Outer Space’.”

Motion for an Unmod-

erated Caucus

Can be raised by a delegate to move the Room into an Un-moderated caucus 

(informal debate). To raise this motion successfully, delegates need to indicate 

the caucus’ total time.

Example: “The delegate of Sweden would like to motion for an Unmoderated 

caucus of 20 minutes.”

Simple majority to pass.

Motion to Introduce 

Working Paper

Can be raised by a delegate once a Working Paper is submitted and received by 

the Chairs. Once passed, Chairs will call upon Main Submitter or Co-Submitters 

to introduce and speak briefly on the Working Paper. The floor can be yielded to 

other delegates.

Simple majority to pass.
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Motion Purpose

Motion to Introduce 

Draft Resolution

Can be raised by a delegate once a Draft Resolution is submitted and received 

by the Chairs. Once passed, Chairs will call upon Sponsors or the Submitter to 

introduce and speak briefly on the Draft Resolution. The floor can be yielded to 

other delegates

Simple majority to pass.

Motion to Introduce 

Unfriendly Amendment

Can be raised by a delegate once Unfriendly Amendment is submitted and re-

ceived by the Chairs. Delegates raising the motion should specify which Amend-

ment to introduce. Once passed, Chairs will call upon Submitter to introduce and 

speak briefly on the Amendment. After there has been sufficient debate on the 

Amendment, delegate may raise a Motion to Move into Voting Procedure for the 

Amendment.

Two-thirds majority to pass.

Motion to Move Into 

Voting Procedure

Can be raised by a delegate to move directly into Voting Procedure on  substan-

tive documents.

Simple majority to pass.

Motion for a Roll Call 

Vote

Can be raised before a substantive vote begins and automatically adopted at the 

discretion of the Chair. This means that each country will be called on alphabet-

ically to cast his/her vote. Requires a simple majority to pass.

6 types of responses are possible: “Yes”, “No”, “Abstain” (if delegates respond 

“Present” during initial Roll Call), “Yes with Rights” and “No with Rights” (give the 

voter 30 seconds to explain their yes/no vote), and “Pass” (let the delegate vote 

ONLY “yes” or “no” by the end of the Roll Call Vote).

This motion is passed at the discretion of the Chair.

This motion can be ruled dilatory by Chair should they believe a Roll Call Vote 

would unnecessarily delay the committee’s progress. This motion requires only 

a simple majority to pass.

Motion to Divide the 

Question

Can be raised by a delegate before voting procedures begin to demand a clause-

by-clause (Operative clauses only) vote on a Resolution. If all of the operatives of 

the draft are rejected, the draft resolution is considered to fail as a whole. Oper-

atives that pass will be combined into a draft resolution, and the committee will 

still vote for the draft as a whole.

Simple majority to pass.
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Motion Purpose

Motion to Divide the 

House

Can be raised by a delegate in the case of (1) before the voting procedure begins 

or (2) a narrow majority that prevents conclusive ruling, and its approval is at 

the discretion of the Chair. Upon approval of the motion, the Committee will be 

asked to re-vote, with no abstentions allowed. Delegates can only vote ‘For’ or 

‘Against’. All delegates must participate in the re-vote, without exception.

Two-thirds majority to pass due to its highly disruptive nature.

Motion to Adjourn De-

bate (or Meeting)

Can be raised by a delegate at the end of a Committee session to pause debate 

until the next meeting.

Simple majority to pass or passed at the discretion of the Chairs.

Motion to Close Debate 

[on debated item]

Can be raised when delegate wants to conclude debate on a certain item (un-

friendly amendment or draft resolution), which moves the committee directly 

into voting procedure

Two-thirds majority to pass due to its highly disruptive nature.

Motion to Suspend De-

bate

Can be raised by a delegate to postpone all committee functions for the rest of 

Conference duration. Should typically be raised at the end of the final session or 

when all topics have had sufficient debate and resolutions.

Simple majority to pass.

Motion to Appeal

An appeal can only be made to procedural matters. A delegate may appeal any 

procedural decision by the Chair, unless it is one that cannot be appealed as stat-

ed by the rules of procedure, and can only appeal a ruling immediately after it has 

been pronounced. The delegate will be given 30 seconds to explain the reasoning 

behind the appeal. The Chair may speak briefly in defense of the ruling.

The appeal will then be put to a vote, and the decision of the Chair will stand 

unless overruled by a two-thirds vote.
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Rules governing Debate (cont)

Formal Debate

After the Agenda has been set, the committee will open a continuous General Speakers’ List (GSL) to begin 

Formal Debate. Any Delegate wishing to be added to the General Speakers’ List can send a written note to the 

Dais or raise their placard when the Dais asks if there is any Delegate wishing to be added to the GSL. Delegates 

are not allowed on the GSL twice simultaneously. In order to be removed or re-added to the GSL, delegates 

must send a written note to the Dais. This GSL is applied for all debate on the Agenda item, except when su-

perseded by procedural Motions such as those for Moderated and Unmoderated Caucuses. Should the General 

Speakers’ List elapse, debate shall be considered finished, and the Committee will move into closing proce-

dures.

Rules governing Speeches

Right to Speak: Delegates must obtain the permission of the Dais in prior to addressing a Committee with 

the exception of Unmoderated caucuses. The Director may at their discretion call a Delegate to order if his/her 

speech irrelevant to the subject under discussion; is considered personally offensive to any party, or otherwise 

infringes upon the sovereignty of a Member State. A representative of an organization that is neither a member 

of the United Nations, a United Nations Organization nor an accredited observer, may address a Committee 

only with the prior approval of the Director. 

Time Limit on Speeches: For the GSL, the Dais will entertain motions to set the speaking time, and such 

motion needs a simple majority to pass. Should the Dais not explicitly state a different speaking time for the 

GSL, the default time limit is 90 seconds. When a Delegate exceeds the allotted time, the Dais may call the 

speaker to order. However, in order to account for the varying English fluency of conference attendees, the 

Chair has the discretion to be flexible (within reason) about the time limit to allow a delegate to finish his/her 

thought.

Yields: If a Delegate granted the right to speak on a substantive issue (not during a caucus) has time re-

maining at the end of his/her speech, the Delegate may yield in one of three ways. 

• Yield to another delegate allows the second delegate to use the remaining time and elaborate on points 

previously mentioned by the first without further yielding. In a double delegation, turning the floor 

over to a co-delegate of the same delegation is not a yield. 

• Yield to questions allows delegates to ask the delegate who just finished speech questions. The Dais will 

call upon delegates who have questions. Follow-up questions will be allowed only at the discretion of 

the Dais. The Dais can call to order any delegate whose question is rhetorical and misleading. Only the 

speaker’s answers to questions will count toward the remaining speaking time. 

• Yield to the chair means that the Dais will absorb all of the remaining time. Only one yield is allowed per 

speech. There are no yields allowed if a delegate is speaking on a procedural matter. Delegates cannot 

yield if they run out of time.

Right of Reply: A delegate whose personal or national integrity has been impugned by another delegate’s 

statement may raise a Right of Reply. The Dais will grant the Right of Reply at his/her discretion; this decision is 

not open to appeal.

Points

Delegates may make 4 points:
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• Point of Inquiry, if delegates have questions for the Chair;

• Point of Information, if delegates have questions for a delegate after his/her speech;

• Point of Personal Privilege, if delegates feel personal discomfort;

• Point of Order, if delegates believe that the Chair has made a procedural mistake.

Rules governing Written Proposals

Working Paper: Working Papers are intended to aid the Committee in its discussion and formulation of 

Resolutions and need not be written in Resolution format. Delegates may propose Working Papers for consider-

ation by raising a Motion to Introduce a Working Paper. Working Papers are not official documents and do not 

require signatories or vote of approval, but do require the approval of the Chair to be copied and distributed. 

Delegates should note that the Working Paper is not a necessary precursor to the Draft Resolution; Delegates 

wishing to introduce entire Draft Resolutions may do so directly without trying to first introduce the Draft 

Resolution as a Working Paper.

Draft Resolution:

A Draft Resolution consists of three main parts: 

• A list of Sponsors and Signatories 

• Preambulatory Clauses

• Operative Clauses  

Sponsors are the principal authors of the document and agree with its substance. Sponsors control a draft 

resolution and only the sponsors can approve immediate changes.                            

Signatories are countries that may or may not agree with the substance of the draft resolution but still wish 

to see it debated so that they can propose amendments. 

Preambulatory clauses are historic justifications for action such as past resolutions, precedents and state-

ments about the purpose of action. The preamble of a draft resolution states the reasons for which the com-

mittee is addressing the topic and highlights past international action on the issue. Each clause begins with a 

present participle and ends with a comma.Example:  Recalling resolutions Outer Space Treaty of 1967, General 

Assembly Resolution A/RES/39/59, A/RES/55/32, A68/189.

Operative clauses are policies that the resolution is designed to create and what the committee will do to 

address the issue. Operative clauses identify the actions or recommendations made in a resolution. Each opera-

tive clause begins with a verb and ends with a semicolon. After the last operative clause, the resolution ends in a 

period. Example:  1. Highly recommends a regulation on the production, stockpiling and the use of lethal space-

to-surface and space-to-space weapons;

A Draft Resolution may be introduced when it receives the approval of the chair. A Draft Resolution is 

required to have at least 30% of the committee’s Member States as signatories, and at most 20% of the com-

mittee’s Member States as sponsors, each to be listed in alphabetical order. Once a Draft Resolution has been 

approved, copied and distributed, delegates may move to introduce the Draft Resolution by raising a “Motion 

to introduce a Draft Resolution.” Such motion requires a simple majority to pass. More than one Draft Resolu-

tion may be on the floor at one time, but only one Resolution will be adopted. The format for Resolution will be 

provided later at the conference.

Panel of Authors: After a Draft Resolution has been introduced, any of its Sponsors may call for a Panel of 

Authors to be convened to answer questions raised by the Committee relating to the Draft Resolution. The Dais 

shall set a time limit of no more than 20 minutes during which members of the Floor may ask short questions of 
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the Sponsors for the sole purpose of clarifying the content or meaning of the Resolution. 

Amendments: An Amendment is a proposal that adds to, deletes from, or revises the operative clauses of 

a Draft Resolution. Delegates may amend any Draft Resolution that is on the Floor. An amendment must be 

approved by the Chair and must contain a certain number of signatures, decided by the Chair. Amendments 

to amendments are out of order; however, an amended part of a draft resolution may be further amended. A 

Delegates can raise a “Motion to Introduce an approved Amendment” whenever the floor is open; such motion 

requires a simple majority to pass.

Friendly Amendments indicate the support of all the Draft Resolution’s Sponsors and thus will automatically 

be added to the original Draft without needing a house vote.

Unfriendly Amendments do not indicate the support of all the Draft Resolution’s Sponsors. General Debate 

will be suspended, and the Chair will call on up to 2 speakers ‘for’ and 2 ‘against’ the Unfriendly Amendment, 

followed by a substantive two-thirds majority vote for the Amendment to be added to the original Draft Resolu-

tion.

Amendment form will be given in the conference.

Rules governing Voting:

Procedural Vote: Each member of the Committee, including Observers, shall have one vote on a procedural 

Motion. Abstentions are not in order. Delegates will express their vote by raising their placards, and a simple 

majority of those present is required unless explicitly stated elsewhere in these Rules. 

Substantive Vote: A substantive vote is voting on draft resolutions and amendments. Each member of the 

Committee, excluding the Observers, shall have one vote. Members may vote Yes, No or Abstain; Members 

which declared themselves present and voting cannot abstain. In the case of a Roll Call vote, Delegates may also 

pass, however, if they elect to pass on the first call, they are not permitted to abstain on the second call. Dele-

gates may also vote with rights.

Voting on a Draft Resolution: Once the committee closes debate on an Agenda Topic and there are no 

more amendments on the floor—OR at Chairs’ discretion, due to time constraints—the committee will move into 

a substantive voting procedure on the Draft Resolution. At this time, the chambers are sealed, and no interrup-

tions (points and notepassing) will be allowed. Each delegation (or single delegate) will have 1 vote, either ‘For’, 

‘Against’ or ‘Abstain’. The only motions and points that will be in order are as followed:

• Motion to Move into Voting Procedure

• Motion to Roll Call Vote

• Motion to Divide the Question

• Motion to Divide the House

Awards:

Similar to many other MUN conferences, MUN@TIU encourages friendly competition for delegates to moti-

vate themselves in pursuit of a successful and constructive conference. Throughout the three-day conference, 

delegates are evaluated upon certain criteria and those who consistently epitomize the diplomatic spirit of 

MUN will be honored with awards. List of awards, however, are to be revealed at the end of the conference. 
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Sample Draft Resolution: 

Disarmament and International Security (First Committee)
Third session
Agenda item: Weaponization of Outer Space

       Sponsors: Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, Federal Republic of Germany, Kingdom of Netherlands, Kingdom 

of Norway, Kingdom of Thailand, Republic of India, Republic of Poland, Republic of South Korea, Socialist Republic 

of Vietnam, State of Israel, Swiss Confederation, United Mexican States

 Signatories: Argentine Republic, Canada, Commonwealth of Australia, Federative Republic of Brazil, Peo-

ple’s Republic of China, Islamic Republic of Iran, Kingdom of Spain, Kingdom of Sweden, the Portuguese Republic, 

Republic of Colombia, Republic of Finland, Republic of Iraq, Republic of Kazakhstan, Republic of Pakistan, Repub-

lic of Turkey, Ukraine, United States of America

First Committee of the General Assembly

Recalling resolutions Outer Space Treaty of 1967, General Assembly Resolution A/RES/39/59, A/

RES/55/32, A68/189, A/RES/70/82, A/RES/70/53, A/RES/69/32 which assured the international coopera-

tion on preventing an arms race in outer space, developing transparency and confidence-building measures in 

outer space activities, and controlling the placement of weapons in space,

Emphasizing that space can be used for many different military activities with an exception of lethal space-

to-surface and space-to-space weapons such as kinetic energy and orbital bombardment,

Recognizing the right of Member States to defend their national security and sovereignty against threats 

coming from space, 

Affirming that any acts of aggressive or irresponsible uses of the outer space will greatly obstruct the prog-

ress of mankind in space,

Recognizing the historical aspect of weaponization of outer space during the Cold War, and the re-emerg-

ing nature of the threat of weaponization from outer space during the 21st century,

Considering the differentiation between militarization of outer space, which is defined as the use of space 

to support military operations on ground, sea, and air, and the weaponization of outer space; which includes 

activities of placement and development of weapons and military technologies in outer or on the Moon and 

other celestial bodies,

Realizing that so-called dual-use technologies are capable of being used for civilian and military purposes 

such as but not limited to technologies such as the Global Position System (GPS) which is used by military and 

civilian systems as well as domestic and international resources,

Noting the inflexibility and obsolescence of domestic and international regulations, policies, and laws to 

identify, counter, and limit the weaponization of outer space,

Emphasizing that the possession of space weapons by Member States can disrupt the balance of power 

within the international community, and as a result, will potentially lead to an escalated arms race,

Recognizing that space exploration will become more prevalent in the future and that human will have more 

presence in space,

Also recognizing the absence of an internationally accepted law for outer space,
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Also emphasizing that the development of space objects such as but not limited to space weapons results 

into the increasing amount of space debris, referring to artificial objects in space that are unmonitored from 

the ground, or “space trash”, referring to the concern of “space pollution” in the future with the increasing 

amount of space objects,

4. Highly recommends a regulation on the production, stockpiling and the use of lethal space-to-surface 

and space-to-space weapons;

5. Recommends other Member States to recognize the rights of States to develop, trade, and possess 

surface-to-space weapons such as but not limited to ground stationed missiles or anti-space artillery to ensure 

national security;

6. Urges a regulation to limit the testing of weapons beyond the low-earth orbit;

7. Suggests the establishment of a UN body that monitors space-related activities on the exploration 

and utilization of space for peaceful purposes and, in accordance with the European Space Association’s Space 

Debris Office, umbrellas an international Space Debris Office under the UN’s Committee on the Peaceful Uses 

of Outer Space (COPUOS) which:

i. Encourages the cooperation with international space agencies such as but not limited to the North 

America Space Agency (NASA), China National Space Administration (CNSA), and the European Space 

Association (ESA) on research, information exchange, the spreading of awareness regarding space 

debris,

j. Creates Space Situational Awareness Programme which specifically supports the awareness men-

tioned above and research related to space debris,

k. Assesses risks in regard to the prediction of re-entry time and location, spacecraft disintegrations, 

and the demise of space debris,

l. Encourages the research of new materials and technology that would leave no space debris or cause 

damage to the landscape of Earth when entering the planet’s atmosphere,

m.  Encourages the development and funding of engineering tools for space debris analysis to identify 

the prediction of debris and meteoroid particle fluxes, the planning and simulation of radar and optical 

debris observations, and the creation of space debris guidelines for space missions,

n. Contributes further to the space surveillance and tracking support framework (SST) which detect 

and warn against possible collision in Space and monitor the re-entry of space debris into Earth atmo-

sphere;

8. Highly encourages to increase transparency for space activities in order to build mutual trust among 

Member States; 

9. Encourages Member States to support the development of space capabilities of Member States that 

need assistance in developing their space program;

10. Recommends a collaboration between Member States in sustainable use of space technology to avoid 

the overexploitation of outer space resources;

11. Recognizes that potential, future treaties and resolutions by the General Assembly need to adapt to new 

space technologies such as but not limited to GPS and the development of offensive military actions;

12. Encourages the international community to find an international consensus on limiting the develop-

ment of the weaponization of outer space;

13. Recommends the General Assembly to stay seized on creating an internationally agreed definition of 

weaponization to prepare for the foreseeable increase of the weaponization from outer space;

14. Encourages the research of new materials and technology that would leave no space debris or cause 

damage to the landscape of Earth when entering the planet’s atmosphere;

15.  Recommends for the establishment of a UN Body as a branch of COPUOS to:
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a. Discuss potential civil and legal issues regarding outer space to ameliorate the protection of civilians 

in outer space affairs,

b. Establish a Group of Governmental Experts (GGE) to write a Draft of Space Civil Law until 2035,

c. Monitor and regulate private entities in space without hampering their overall development;

16.   Decides to stay seized on the matter.


